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Introduction 

Blockchain technology has revolutionized information management, recording data that is 

impossible to modify in a decentralized environment. With the appearance of Ethereum 

application of blockchains has also become easier, and they have come to be utilized in a 

wide range of industries. Our company and research institutes  have been working on this 
1

project since 2015, and we are thrilled to be able to issue this whitepaper today. We firmly 

believe that CONTSK technology will give rise to a new ecosystem for digital content billing 

and payments. 

 

Overview 

In the past, charging for content required a platform. However, since construction of billing 

platforms is complex, and users have to enter their credit card details, there was a problem 

with users being wary of making payments to small content deliverers.  

 

There was also the problem of double payment occurring where a user purchased the same 

content on iTunes  and then on Amazon , due to a difference in platform.  
2 3

 

CONTSK solves these problems by adding a billing mechanism to the content itself. With 

CONTSK, the billing mechanism is attached to the content itself, rendering billing platforms 

unnecessary. Users will pay with Bitcoin or Ethereum when using content. By using the 

address of the Bitcoin or Ethereum used for the payment, and a password set by the user, 

the use of the content can be permanently guaranteed. This means that the content can be 

streamed or downloaded multiple times without affecting payment. It is also possible for 

adaptations to be made for complex payment structures, such as setting a time limit for 

rental, or monthly payments. 

 

The real defining feature of CONTSK is that even if content is duplicated, payment to the 

content creators (copyright holders) can be permanently guaranteed, and part of the profits 

1 Singapore Institute of Technology, Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) Dubai, University of California, Santa Barbara, Tsinghua University 
2
 https://itunes.apple.com 

3
 https://www amazon.com 
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allocated to distributors. Accordingly, there is an incentive for copyright holders and 

distributors in relation to redistribution of duplicated content. Until now distributors have had 

to register with affiliated sites in order to benefit from distribution of content, but with 

CONTSK there is no need, as there is no need for platforms.  

 

Currently it is films and games that are being embedded with CONTSK through major 

partners, but it is theoretically possible for all kinds of content to adopt this structure. For 

example, it could be used with real-time live viewing.  

 

 

CONTSK has already conducted experiments incorporating our technology into games and 

videos provided by major partners. We have already tested 5 million transactions on a 

private chain, verifying settlements at an average of 12 seconds. As part of an ongoing 
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experiment, we have also executed 6,000 transactions on a public chain, with an average 

settlement speed of 19 seconds. 

 

 

This white paper is concerned with introducing what CONTSK makes possible, its 

ecosystem, sample use cases, our business strategy, fundraising strategies, including an 

ICO, as well as some key milestones, and our team. 

 

We will also be issuing a technical whitepaper wherein interested parties will be able to verify 

detailed technical specifications. The technical whitepaper will be peer reviewed by 

Singapore Institute of Technology  and Rochester Institute of Technology - Dubai . 
4 5

 

CONTSK Structure 

Fundamental Technology 

CONTSK runs applications on the Ethereum  blockchain. The blockchain uses decentralized 
6

processing to execute payments, and to guarantee a record of payment execution. This 

fundamental technology already has a well-established track record. This paper does not 

4http://www.singaporetech.edu.sg/ 
5
 http://www.rit.edu/ 

6
 https://www ethereum.org/ 
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include technical specifications concerning blockchains themselves, but there are several 

helpful resources  available that we recommend for your reference. 
7

 

 

 

CONTSK can execute both billing and content use on the content itself because it is 

embedded into the content. This process eliminates the need for a payment platform. 

CONTSK sets use and billing, as well as payment, so rather than using a token payment 

system, it is structured so that a portion of the amount billed and paid is deducted as a 

CONTSK user fee. Eliminating the need to construct a billing platform should drastically 

decrease initial implementation costs, and speed up proliferation. 

A monetary amount taken as a usage fee is distributed to content creators (copyright 

holders), content distributors, token holders, blockchain miners, and payment tool 

developers, according to predetermined allocations. Therefore, the more CONTSK is used, 

the greater the amount distributed to token holders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7  “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” Nakamoto, Satoshi. Web. 16 Nov. 201,4 https :// bitcoin. org/ bitcoin. pdf and others 
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CONTSK Ecosystem 

The CONTSK ecosystem is comprised of the players outlined below. 

 

CONTSK Players and Roles 

Players Role 

Content creators 

(copyright holders) 

Owns the rights to content to be sold 

Content distributors Distribute content to websites, etc. 

Content users Use content paid for with Bitcoin or Ethereum 

Token holders Receive dividends when content is used 

Blockchain miners Receive compensation for helping settle payment for content 

Payment tool 

developers 

Create tools the make is easier to settle payment for content, 

receive donated tokens 

 

Let us clarify what we mean by “payment tool developers.” Payment tool developers are 

individuals who create tools to make payments more convenient. These individuals may, for 

example, create a “One-Click Payment” sturcture to elminate the need to enter a Bitcoin ID 

and password every time content is consumed, or a tool that sets a maximum amount that 

can be billed for content so that the user does not spend endlessly on addictive content. 

These developers are motivated to create by the notoriety they will gain from people who 

use their tools, and from receiving token donations. They fulfill a very important role in the 

CONTSK ecosystem. 

 

Here we will explain the conceptual roles of each player, and how they are compensated. 

 

1. First, content creators (copyright holders) embed CONTSK into their own content. 

Once content creators have CONTSK, they set payment amounts to be allocated to 

content distributors (the minimum distribution rate to token holders is predetermined, 
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so they cannot set it). By having CONTSK embedded into the content, even if it is 

reproduced and delivered on a platform the creator did not intend, it permanently 

guarantees a mechanism for content creators to receive revenue for as long as the 

content is used. Transfer of ownership is impossible without the approval of the 

content creator. 

 

2.  Anyone can be a content distributor (content creators, of course, can become 

distributors of their own content). Content distributors will copy content that has 

CONTSK embedded, and delivery it on their own websites. When they do, they will 

be written as the distributor for the purposes of content billing. However, for the very 

first use of content after the content distributor payee is rewritten, payment is 

allocated based on fixed rules (please refer to our case studies for more details 

concerning distribution rules). This system is in place to prevent content users from 

making themselves the content distributor before using content. This is similar to the 

concept whereby Amazon affiliates , cannot receive affiliate payments for purchasing 
8

their own products. If an individual has purchased and used particular content even 

once, it is possible for them to receive payments as the distributor immediately after 

they have been rewritten as the distributor of that content. This is illustrated more 

clearly in our case studies. 

 

3. Content users pay with Bitcoin or Ethereum to use content. 

 

4. Immediately after payment is made for content, content creators and content 

distributors are paid their allocation by Bitcoin or Ethereum. Blockchain miners will 

also be allocated a small amount for assisting settlement. 

 

5. CONTSK token holders will be allocated all remaining payment. Token holders will 

receive Bitcoin or Ethereum as a dividend based on total content sales. These 

dividends will be distributed to token holders every 15 days by Bitcoin or Ethereum in 

accordance with the amount billed for content. Dividends are not paid in tokens 

themselves. 

 

 

8 https://affiliate-program.amazon.com 
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Flow of fees and content 
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Please refer to the table below for approximate distribution ratios . 
9

Allocation of sales to each player category 

 

Players Share of Sales Timing of Distribution 

Content creators 

 (copyright holders) 

approx. 75% Same as settlement 

Content distributors approx. 15% Same as settlement 

Token holders approx. 10% Once every 15 days 

Blockchain miners 0.1% or less Same as settlement 

 

*Content creators can determine what portion is distributed to content distributors. 

*Distribution to token holders is fixed at 10%, but payments to blockchain miners are 

deducted from the distribution to token holders (to put it another way, only token holders are 

responsible for paying fees to blockchain miners). 

 

Formats CONTSK Supports 

We are first making arrangements for CONTSK to be used with video games and video 

content. Our reasoning for choosing these sectors as our initial targets is explained in detail 

in the “Business Strategy” section of this whitepaper. CONTSK can theoretically be 

embedded into any and all content. CONTSK is also open source, so we anticipate that the 

community will spontaneously add new supported formats. 

 

Video file formats currently supported by CONTSK are listed below. CONTSK can be 

embedded into individual video content. No special viewer is required for playback. 

● AVI 

● MP4 

● MOV 

● MPEG2-TS 

9 Content creators can determine allocation rate. If the allocation rate to token holders is 10% or less, token use is required. 
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● MPEG2-PS 

● MKV 

● WMV 

● FLV 

● ASF 

● VOB 

● WebM 

● OGM 

 

While video games are not particularly conceptualized as content, CONTSK will support all 

video games. 

Evaluating Content 

CONTSK is structured so that content is evaluated by consumers. Viewers rate content on a 

5-level scale, and the “number of ratings” and “average rating” are permanently saved. 

Content users will be able to check those ratings. There is currently no function in the rating 

scale for users to write comments, but we plan to add the ability to write comments (reviews) 

that can be permanently saved in a future upgrade. 

Preventing Spread of Pirated Content 

As of yet, there is no such technology capable of completely preventing piracy of content, 

but CONTSK offers incentives to distributors to prevent the rampant spread of duplicated 

content. 

 

Content creators set the maximum amount that distributors can be compensated, but 

CONTSK has the following rules for adjusting compensation to distributors within the 

established upper limit. 

● The longer they have been established with CONTSK, the higher the payment to the 

distributor 

● The longer the chain has been used with CONTSK, the higher the payment to the 

distributor 
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In short, the longer content has been configured with CONTSK, and the more it has been 

purchased, the higher the payment will be to the distributor (up to the limit). This system is 

based on the assumption that if both legitimate and pirated content exist, the legitimate 

content will have been around for a longer time, and purchased by more users than the 

pirated content. 

 

If a distributor is considering hosting two videos that are identical, they can maximize their 

revenue by choosing the older version that has been purchased more, which encourages 

distribution of legitimate content over pirated content (assuming the assigned allocation rate 

set for the distributor is the same). 

 

CONTSK Use Case Studies 

Let us now take a look at some practical CONTSK use cases. 

1. Company A is a video production company. Company A created Video a. 

 

2. Company A decided to distribute Video a with CONTSK embedded. At that time, they 

set up the following. 

a. Video creator settings: Company A entered its own corporate Bitcoin address 

as the video creator.  

b. Video distributor settings: Company A entered its own corporate Bitcoin 

address as the video distributor. 

c. Video price settings: Company A set the price for the video at 0.001 BTC. 

d. Allocation rate to video distributor settings: Company A set a maximum 

allocation of 15% for the video distributor. 

e. Video billing timing: Company A set the timing for the user being prompted to 

pay as after the video preview has ended. 

f. Video billing details settings: Company A set it up so if a video is purchased 

once, it may be viewed within 7 days. It cannot be viewed after 7 days have 

passed. 

 

3.  In its settings, Company A published the video on their own website in a 

downloadable format that could be sold to consumers. 
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4.  John downloaded Video a. After previewing the video and being prompted to pay, 

John sent a payment of 0.001 BTC to the designated Bitcoin address, set up his own 

password, and was able to view the whole video. 

 

5.  The billed 0.001 BTC was allocated as follows. 

a. Video creator (in this case, Company A): 0.00075 BTC 

b. Video distributor (in this case, Company A): 0.00015 BTC 

c. Token holders: 0.0001 BTC 

 

6. If John wants to watch the same video again, he can download it again for free using 

his Bitcoin address and password if it is within 7 days. After 8 days or more, he will 

see a message that reads “This content has expired” and will not be able to view the 

video. 

 

7. After viewing Video a, John really enjoyed it, so he published it on his own website to 

be sold in a streaming format. In doing so, he configured the following settings. 

a. Video distributor settings: Company A’s Bitcoin address was listed as the 

video distributor, so John overwrote it with his own Bitcoin address. 

John could not modify any other settings. 

 

8. Because John made himself the video distributor, Video a sold by Company A and 

the video John is selling are not totally identical files. For this reason we will call the 

video John is selling Video a'. 

 

9. At this point in time, both Video a and Video a' exist in the world simlutaneously.  

 

10. Kathy discovered Video a' and purchased it for 0.001 BTC. 

 

11. The billed 0.001 BTC was allocated as follows. 

a. Video creator (in this case, Company A): 0.00075 BTC 

b. Video distributor (in this case, John): 0.00015 BTC 

c. Token holders: 0.0001 BTC 
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12. If it is within the 7 day period, John will be able to view both Video a and Video a' 

because he already purchased Video a. This is because Video a' is recorded in the 

blockchain as a derivative of Video a. 

 

 

 

CONTSK Use Case 

 

 

 

Now let’s look at a case slightly different from the one above. In this case, Kathy discovers 

Video a' and overwrites herself as the video distributor without purchasing the video first. 

Because Kathy made herself the video distributor, Video a' that John is selling and the video 

Kathy is selling are not totally identical files. For this reason we will call the video Kathy is 

selling Video a''. 

 

At this point in time, Video a, Video a', Video a'' exist in the world simlutaneously.  

 

One must satisfy either of the following criteria to receive earnings as a distributor (going 

forward, we will call distributors who can receive allocations “legitimate distributors,” to 

differentiate them from nominal “distributors”). 

● On has themselves purchased and used the content as a user 
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● After overwriting oneself as a content distributor, someone has purchased that 

content at least once (earnings can be received starting the 2nd time it is billed). 

 

Unless one of the two criteria above are met, revenue from the content will be distributed to 

the immediately previous legitimate distributor, even if one is overwritten as its distributor. 

 

In this case, Kathy did not purchase the video herself, so even if she overwrites her own 

Bitcoin address as the distributor name, she will not be a legitimate distributor until someone 

else purchases that content. In short, once at least two persons have purchased content, 

Kathy can receive revenue allocations as the distributor. 

 

Additionally, if it is within the 7 day period, John will be able to view both Video a' and Video 

a'' because he already purchased Video a. 

 

Kathy does not purchase the video: 
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Business Strategy 

Regional Strategy 

At the time of its launch, CONTSK will be located in Japan, an important strategic region. 

CONTSK chose Japan as its location for the following reasons. 

● Over 30% of Bitcoin trading is conducted in Japan , where digital currency is 
10

becoming more popular 

● While the number of digital currency holders is on the rise, its use is still not very 

widespread, creating a white space 

● Continued efforts to abate content copyright infringement, especially pirating 

● Large market for digital content 

● Easy access to enormous growth markets in Asia 

Patnership Strategy 

We have already built strategic partnerships with eight major Japanese digital content 

distributors who will begin using CONTSK in January, 2018. Therefore, we will be 

implementing a vertical launch of the service by the end of the year. The names of our 

partner companies will be announced in cooperation with the PR departments of each 

company. The companies include major digital content distribution companies that deliver 

adult video content on a large scale. 

 

Launch Content Strategy 

The content with which CONTSK will first be used when it is launched will be games and 

adult videos sold by our cooperating strategic partners. 

 

Video games are the largest market for online payments and content consumption. In Japan 

alone, annual sales of video games is approximately 1.5 trillion JPY (about 13.4 billion USD)

, 80% of which are executed online. When we launch, CONTSK will be embedded in 
11

10
 Virtual Currency: The Next Disruptor in Payments 2017 

11
 Famitsu Game White Paper 2015 
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games distributed by our partner companies, and primarily used with PC games. We have 

already determined a lineup of games in which CONTSK will be embedded up until 

September 2018. A forecast for billing shares on PC games is provided below. We plan to 

make occasional announcements about our presence in games in coordination with the PR 

departments at our partner companies. 

 

 

Billing type ratio for PC games with CONTSK embedded by September, 2019 (estimate) 

 

 

 

 

 

Continuous billing types like one-shot and monthly subscriptions will begin at the same time 

we launch, and we plan to start in-game items billing in April 2018. 

 

Production of casual games by individuals and small studios is also on the rise, and these 

creators can look forward to using the CONTSK framework to create their own games 

without having to go through an intermediary platform. 
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Adult video is a market that many people have only a faint familiarity with, and its content 

easily invites misunderstanding, so we believe it requires a little bit more in-depth 

explanation here. 

The key reason we chose adult video as content for use with CONTSK is that one of our 

strategic partners is one of the largest distributors of adult content in Japan. Japanese adult 

video distribution companies have been praised worldwide for their ambitious high-tech 

efforts. 

 

That is not the only reason, however. We recognize adult video as a class of content that 

has as much potential as video games for use of CONTSK for the reasons outlined below. 

 

● Enormous content volume and solid market infrastructure 

○ Adult video content has a higher volume of daily creation than movies or 

television. New adult video content is created every day in Asia, with Japan at 

its epicenter. A major website operated by our strategic partner hosts a library 

of over 300,000 adult videos, with roughly 100 new videos added daily. The 

adult video market in Japan has a strong infrastructure, with a market scale of 

about 100 billion JPY (900 million USD) annually. 

 

● Frequency of viewing and ease of billing 

○ For many men, adult content viewing is an act of habit, with a high frequency 

of use. The content is also used to satisfy temporary desires, making it easy 

to elicit payment for. 80% of men ages 20~59 view adult content in some 

format at least once a week. 

 

● Expansion into overseas markets 

○ Although Japanese adult content is of high quality, the market itself is 

shrinking due to the country’s decreasing birthrate and aging population. 

Therefore, the content has to be marketed overseas as a way to expand 

business, so overseas expansion is a major part of our strategy. Eliminating 

the need to create payment platforms for individual currencies is a major 

advantage. 

 

● Affiliate presence 
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○ In Japan, affiliates distribute adult video for its creators, which is a suitable 

system for demonstrating the strengths of the CONTSK ecosystem. Sales 

through affiliates have reached 30% of all adult video sales. 

 

● Independent entrants 

○ The relatively low cost of producing adult video makes it an easy field for 

independent individuals to enter. CONTSK can also easily guarantee 

payment for video made by independent creators. 

 

Content Expansion Strategy  

CONTSK can theoretically be 

embedded into any kind of 

content, so we aim to expand into 

movies, music, and manga in the 

future. The CONTSK framework 

itself is open source, so any 

enginner has the ability to 

participate on the project. We will 

primarily grow use of CONTSK 

content through our partnerships 

with businesses, but we also 

hope to  

greatly expand use with 

independently created content. 

 

We are committed to the key 

achievements for expansion 

illustrated in the figure on the 

right. 
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Our service will be launched throughout 2017, and we will steadily expand our partnerships. 

 

Our ultimate ideal is to give birth to a self-sustaining ecosystem outside of ourselves and our 

partners. Because CONTSK will be open source, we hope that a community and 

development will arise autonomously. 

 

Fundraising Strategy and Token Release Plan 

Token Issuance volume 

The maximum number of CONTSK tokens (CONTSK-T) that will be issued is 

10,000,000 CONTSK-T. The total volume of tokens issued are locked by contract, so this 

upper limit will not change in the future. The upper limit to be issued via crowd sales will be 

2,000,000 CONTSK-T, which will also be locked. The baseline price of CONTSK has been 

set with a valuation of 1 CONTSK-T = 0.012821 ETH, upon mutual agreement with our 

partners. We are able to peg the rate to Ethereum because we are purchasing Ethereum put 

options at 1 ETH = 266 USD based on our planned crowd sale release volume. 

 

This rate will remain unchanged throughout the crowd sale period. Predetermined bonuses 

for purchased tokens will also be added, with the amount depending on the crowd sale 

period. 

 

Taken sale and Bonuses 

As is mentioned above, CONTSK will implement crowd sales of 3,000,000 of the 10,000,000 

total CONTSK-T to be issued. Supply of crowd sales will primarily be used by CONTSK, Inc. 

for the purpose of fulfilling the CONTSK, Inc. roadmap. 

 

A maximum of three crowdsales will be conducted by December 15, 2017 12:00 (UTC). A 

total of 2,000,000 CONTSK-T will be issued for the crowd sales. During the first crowd sale, 

30% bonus tokens will be granted per 1 ETH, and 20% bonus tokens will be granted during 

the second round. A third round may be held, only if releasable tokens remain after the 
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second crowd sale has ended. However, no bonuses will be granted during a third crowd 

sale. 

 

 

 

The crowd sale schedule will proceed as follows. 

 

1st crowd sale: Sep. 1 ~ Sep. 21, 2017 

● Release to major partners and institutional investors (closed release) 

● Release of 1,200,000 tokens including bonuses 

● 30% bonus 

● Complete action (end sale of all scheduled tokens) 

 

2nd crowd sale: Oct. 10 ~ Nov. 30, 2017 

● General public offer 

● Release of 800,000 tokens including bonuses 

● 20% bonus 

 

3rd crowd sale (only when not sold out in previous crowd sales): 

 Dec. 1, 2017 ~ Dec. 15, 2018 

● General public offer 

● Volume reaches upper limit of crowd sales 

● No bonus 

 

Exchange of tokens with Ethereum are guaranteed by smart contract and third-party escrow

. If for any reason, tokens are not issued, or one is unable to accept tokens, the amount will 
12

be refunded to the sender address. Caution: Ethereum cannot be refunded to an address 

different from that of the sender. 

 

12 Escrow service enforced by Bittrex. https://support.bittrex.com/hc/en-us/articles/202653984-Crowd-Funding-Your-Coin-Development 
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CONTSK Foundation 

CONTSK-T are managed through smart contracts by CONTSK Foundation, an independent 

nonprofit organization. Currently CONTSK Foundation’s primary roles are as follows. 

● Guaranteeing the volume of CONTSK-T released to the market is executed 

according to plan 

● Monitoring and guaranteeing escrow for the ICO 

● Monitoring and guaranteeing reward distribution of the reward ICO 

● Ensuring proper distribution to token holders 

● Comprehending the status of tokens each fiscal year and reporting to token holders 

 

A future role of the CONTSK Foundation will also be to construct a portfolio for allocation of 

investment of CONTSK profits. We also anticipate the foundation will be involved in 

CONTSK technology updates, proof-of-concept for use with new types of media (live video 

streaming, for example), and R&D collaborations with major companies. 

 

CONTSK-T Issuance and Gainsharing for CONTSK-T Holders 

CONTSK guarantees a framework wherein token holders receive revenues using either of 

the following methods. 

● A portion of the billed price is distributed to token holders: For example, the billing 

system for video content using CONTSK that we launch with our partners is designed 

to distribute a portion of the billed price to token holders. As per our dividend policy, 

all tokens will be treated equally, and dividends will be paid out in Bitcoin or 

Ethereum in accordance with the amount of tokens held. NOTE: All dividends will be 

paid with Bitcoin or Ethereum. Dividends will not be paid in CONTSK-T. 

● A framework is built using CONTSK-T: If no framework is built to distribute a portion 

of the billed price to token holders, it will be necessary to use CONTSK-T. The 

creator of the framework must obtain CONTSK-T from the trading market, which will 

push up the value of CONTSK-T. 

 

Future token recipients are already determined, and are backed by CONTSK Foundation. 

The table below shows the breakdown of how tokens will be issued. Tokens other than those 
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in the general public offering will be released to the market incrementally over about 10 

years. Please refer to our release plan for the timing of releases. 

 

 

Token Recipients 

 

Tokens Recipient Purpose 

4,000,000 CONTSK, Inc. Member incentives, etc. are mainly distributed as 

bonuses. 

3,000,000 General public 

offering 

Distributed via ICO as a means of fundraising. 

3,000,000 CONTSK 

Foundation 

Managed to increase token value. 

 

 

CONTSK Token Market Release (Supply Schedule) 

We will incrementally release a total of up to 10 million CONTSK tokens according to a 

predetermined plan. Once crowd sale of 20% of these tokens has ended, another 15% of 

them will be unlocked annually. The chronological release schedule is shown in the table 

below. 

 

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11~∞ 

Release% 20% 12% 10% 9% 7% 6% 5% 5% 4% 3% 9% 

 

 

The approximate token distribution over the next 3 years will shift as shown below. 
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Ownership share consequent to token distribution 

 

Token Distribution Events 

Once final verifications of CONTSK are completed according to our milestones, and 

cryptocurrency can be practically used within partner content, we will initiate token 

distribution events. Membership registration will be required to receive updates about token 

distribution events. Announcements concerning sales periods and formats will be made on 

our corporate website. 

 

Technical Concerns 

As with any kind of technology, CONTSK also has room for improvement. Currently, a major 

constraint for CONTSK is throughput on the Ethereum network. Ethereum operates on a 

Proof of Work blockchain which places limits on throughput. Ethereum has announced plans 

for version upgrades that will continue to improve throughput, and we have confidence that 

they will, but in its present state, the time it takes to verify a block on the blockchain (called 
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“block time”) is 20 seconds . Block time will increase in the future, but since August 2017, 
13

Ethereum has promised to keep it under 30 seconds . 
14

 

The scale of Ethereum transactions is still not very large, with some 800,000 transactions 

executed daily . On the other hand, the annual rate of growth on transactions is greater than 
15

100%. Whether or not this increase in transactions can be supported without decreasing 

Ethereum’s throughput is a matter that is beyond our control. 

 

We recognize that making general consumers wait for 30 seconds after they have 

purchased content until they can actually use it poses a practical problem. Therefore, we 

hope to see future improvements concerning throughput on the Ethereum chain, and must 

explore our own original ways of solving this issue. 

 

As a means of solving this problem, we are currently considering incorporating some 

centralized transaction into the system (what we call “semi-centralized”), but 

semi-centralized transactions will increase operations costs in the long-term, so we would 

hope to return to a decentralized infrastructure at a relatively early stage. 

 

Further, only dividend distributions will be processed as batches, so by incorporating 

centralized transactions, we will reduce handling fees on transactions as much as possible. 

 

Conclusion 

The addition of business insights to our blockchain and software engineering capabilities, 

has made a practical launch of CONTSK possible. The appeal of our technology, with lack of 

need for a payment platform, along with the potential to execute timely billing on any kind of 

content, has successfully attracted several major coporate partners to colloborate with us. 

This framework will begin with use in conjunction with content distributed by our corporate 

partners, but we are confident that soon it will also be utilized by small-scale studios and 

13
 https://www.ethnews.com/vital k-buterin-on-ether-price-affecting-the-metropolis-update 

14 “Proof of work” Web. 17 Nov. 2014. 
15
 https://etherscan.io/chart/tx 
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independent content creators. We are passionate about using our blockchain prowess to 

create a new standard in frameworks for content billing, and for content distribution itself. 

Our Team 

Our team is distinguished by the combination of technological and business acumen our 

members bring. While the abilities of the tech team that built this framework are undeniable, 

the contributions of our business team are also immeasurable. They made this technology 

attractive and led us to practical implementation by identifying technological trends, 

attracting major partnerships, and so much more. 

 

CONTSK is comprised of a decisively international team with members from Singapore, 

Hong Kong, Dubai, and the U.S. We have a total of 23 core members based in Hong Kong 

and Dubai, designing and developing our services, including 19 engineers, 6 members 

engaged in business and marketing, and 8 running operations. Of our members, 7 hold 

Ph.D’s and 11 have Master’s degrees. We are also adding advisors from Singapore Institute 

of Technology and Rochester Institute of Technology-Dubai. The organization’s key 

executives are listed below. 

 

Mark Caron 

● CEO & Business Division Director 

● Linkiedin 

 

Guy Nakashima 

● Advisory Board Director 

● Linkiedin 

 

Dmitry Chirun 

● CTO & Blockchain Technology Director 

● Linkiedin 

 

 

Daren McKelveyy 

● PR Director 
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● Linkiedin 

 

Contributors: Chuck Thompson, John Dean Markunas, Ade Ajanaku, Bain Karles, 

Samuel Lu, Peter Berl, Franklin Kawamoto, Adam Deery, Collab Abnahi, Jim Yang, 

Narv Schvich, Stephen Andrew, Stradling Yashchuk, Adam Davidson, Fransis Coo, 

Edmond Wu, Samuel Yati, Hiro H. Okamoto, others. 
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